Thank you sponsors

2018 DIAMOND LEVEL SPONSOR

![CPL logo](CPLteam.com)

2018 PLATINUM LEVEL SPONSORS

- CNYSHE
- L&CHASE CONSTRUCTION
- WELLIVER Plan | Manage | Build

2018 GOLD LEVEL SPONSORS

- Charles A. Gaetano Construction Corporation
  Building Relationships - Since 1960
- dwyer ARCHITECTURAL
  WBE Woman-Owned

SILVER LEVEL SPONSORS

- Chianis Anderson Architects
- Direct Energy
  Business
- sinclair建築
- Siemens
  Ingenuity for Life
- P&J
  Builders, Remodels,
  And ReDesigners

BRONZE LEVEL SPONSORS

- AAC Contracting, Inc
- Brand Services
  by Identity Management
- e4h
  ENVIRONMENTS FOR
  HEALTH ARCHITECTURE
- Holt Architects
- Kistler
  Architecture
- Me
  Engineering
- Nephros
- Patcraft
- Securitas
- Whiting-Turner